This book traces the interesting history of the professional quarterback, from the early years when the quarterback was a blocker (and the appellations quarterback, halfback, and fullback were literal and geographically correct) to the modern-day player who must be the eyes, ears, brains, and, of course, the accurate, strong arm of the offense. The narrative history in Section I is rich with statistical analysis. The author employs realistic metrics for statistical comparison across multiple eras, and includes all-time rankings as well as specific rankings among different styles of quarterback. This is a must-have book for the aspiring armwrestler. I'm an ACSM certified personal trainer who has had the chance to train with some of the world's best arm wrestlers and athletes such as Devon Larratt, Eric Spoto and Allen Fisher. With that being said, Strong Arm Tactics is the real deal. If you are an armwrestler who doesn't have a high level mentor or training partner in the sport, this book is pure gold. Reading, understanding and implementing James ideas will help steer you in the right direction when it comes to building a good foundation in the sport. The bottom line is that I see Str... Jody Lynn Nye. "The crackling blue curve just barely visible through a haze of cold nitrogen gas liberally mixed with chlorine stretched away from the shuttle over a space of almost a thousand acres. Not a good place for hatchlings."
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